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Upgrading from Bizagi
10.5 or higher to 11.1

Upgrading from Bizagi 10.5 or higher to 11.1

Overview

Bizagi generates new versions periodically which include important improvements along with great new
features.
We strongly recommend that you upgrade your projects to the newest release, so that you can enjoy
all the benefits of Bizagi new features, enhancements, major improvements and bug fixes
(maintenance).
The newest versions for all Bizagi editions are available for download directly at www.bizagi.com.

You can also get Bizagi Studio prompts about new version releases if your installation settings are
configured to check for updates.
This article explains how to perform a major version upgrade to Bizagi 11.1 from Bizagi version 10.5 or
higher. This process requires guidance from our Support Team.

Bizagi versions

Bizagi versions are identified following this pattern:
[major_version_number].[minor_version_number].[update_number].
[build_number]

In the Work portal, you can check which version of Automation Server you are using by clicking About:
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The version should match the major and minor version that you use in your development environment
to build your processes:

Otherwise, if you are going to be performing an upgrade that shifts to a new major version, then you
need to assess such upgrade as a migration procedure.
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Upgrading path

Getting your projects to Bizagi 11.1 requires them to go through Bizagi milestone versions. These
milestone versions are Bizagi 10.7 and Bizagi 11.0.
Depending on the Bizagi version your project is on, follow these steps:
1. Perform a minor upgrade to version 10.7 (when your current version is lower than or equal to 10.6)
a. Make sure your project can be upgraded to Bizagi 11.0 (when your current version is 10.7)
2. Perform a major upgrade to version 11.0 (when your current version is 10.7 and you have done step
1.a)
3. Perform a minor upgrade to version 11.1 (when your current version is 11.0)
Bizagi 10.7 includes a Form Migration Tool that allows you to check if your forms are compatible with
Bizagi 11.0 and highlights the errors and warnings for each of your forms, so you can prepare them for

the migration process.

Bizagi 11.0 is designed to perform the migration of your reviewed forms.

Major version migrations are sensitive. If you experience any troubles during your migration, do not
hesitate to contact our Support Team by creating a ticket explaining your issues.
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Perform a minor upgrade to version 10.7

This section applies if your current version is 10.6 or below
To upgrade your Bizagi project in a 10.x version, to Bizagi 10.7 , follow the described recommendations
and procedure in this section. This version is downloadable from www.bizagi.com logging in to the
secure portal under Download previous version for migration .

Before you start

Before upgrading your project, we recommend the following:

Take Backups

Create a database backup file and copies of the folders and files by default at C:
\BizAgi\Projects\[your_project]\WebApplication and
C:\BizAgi\Projects\[your_project]\Scheduler\.
When you use the SQL Server Database remotely, the path for backups is usually set on the database
server as: C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\[MSSQL_instance]\MSSQL\Backup\.
In projects using Oracle as the Database, the backup path is as defined for that given Oracle instance
(during initial project configuration) is the property BA_BACKUP_PATH.

Enable migration keys

Once you have installed the Bizagi version, edit the appsettings.xml file located at the default
Bizagi Studio installation path.
By default. this path is set as a hidden folder of the OS, and usually at:
C:\ProgramData\BizAgi\BizagiStudio\.
Set the following key:
<add key="DisableDatabaseBackup" value="True" />

You also have to edit the appsettings.xml file located at:
C:\ProgramData\Bizagi\Enterprise\BizAgi.ServerOperationsService\

Set the following key:
<add key="DisableDatabaseBackup" value="True" />

Turn on migration traces

When you are on the project selection screen, press Ctrl + L to turn on the migration traces. This will
help to identify errors and plan their solution.

Step by step environment upgrade

Always upgrade the development environment first.
We recommend that you perform unit tests in the Development environment after you have completed
the upgrade to verify that existing processes behave as expected.
Once this is done, upgrade and perform user-acceptance tests for your Test environment.
After verifying that processes work as they should in both Development and Test environments, and
depending on how critical your processes are, you may create a Production-replica environment.
In Production-replica environment you can perform an upgrade and test your Production environment
processes with live instances.
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After making sure that the Production-replica environment processes and instances function as they
should, upgrade your real Production environment.

A Production-replica environment is a Bizagi project which has the production backup restored into
it.
It is not the real Production environment because Production parameters and other relevant
information have not been modified to reflect the environment's location. For instance: the actual email addresses of users, the SMTP Server or other URLs involved in integration points in the
production are not used in this environment.

Confirm that all environments use the same Bizagi version

If you have not yet deployed your project into a Production environment, you may disregard this
consideration.
If your project has been already published into a Production environment, upgrading your project in
the Development environment will eventually require that you also upgrade your project in the Test and
Production environments.
The upgrade procedure is done separately for each environment, but you will need to plan upgrading
all of them so that they use the same version:

If you do not do this, you will not be able to carry out deployments to publish your processes.
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Plan the development environment's upgrade and coordinate them with your
team
A version upgrade should be carried out with advance notice and coordination, so you upgrade the
Bizagi servers, when team members are not working on the project.

Upgrade the Test and Production environments during non-working hours
A version upgrade will stop services.

Do not upgrade your version if you have a pending Release Candidate to
deploy into production
Before the upgrade, either apply the Release Candidate or cancel it.
If you have doubts on these steps, please contact our support team.

Procedure

1. Development environment upgrade (Bizagi Studio)

Once you have installed the latest release of Bizagi Studio version 10.7 at the machine hosting your
Bizagi project, follow the next steps.
1. Open Bizagi Studio and open the project.
You may directly do this from the list of projects initially displayed in the window:
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If the project is not listed, then you may use the Open Existing project option:

Note that if you are upgrading your Bizagi Studio to work with JEE, when choosing a JEE project, you
will have the option to ensure that you have the Bizagi JEE Plug-in installed that matches the Studio
version.
For the actual upgrade, what is important is that the corresponding Plug-in version is installed or
unzipped and located at the configuration path (for example, as C:\BizagiJEE\[plug-in_version]\...).
2. Confirm by clicking Yes when prompted about the project's upgrade:

Make sure you coordinate with any team member and notify that you will be upgrading the project.
In this way you also ensure that no other team member is currently working on the project or has Bizagi
Studio opened.
3. When the upgrade is finished your project will open in Bizagi Studio.
At this point your project has been upgraded to the new version.
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4. Afterward, and if you have any other team members working on this same project, you may have
them upgrade their Bizagi Studio installation.

It is strongly recommended that all migrations verifications are performed in a Development-replica
environment with sanity tests.

2. Test environment upgrade

Once you have verified that your processes behave as expected in the Development environment, you
can upgrade your other environments. First Test, then the Production-replica environment if you use it,
and finally, Production.
Upgrade each environment following a similar procedure you used to update the Development
environment, and with the same recommendations.
The overall procedure would be:
· Take backups and plan and coordinate the upgrade.
· Install Bizagi Engine in its release that matches the Bizagi Studio used by your Development
environment. This version is downloadable from www.bizagi.com logging in to the secure portal
under Download previous version for migration .
After upgrading the Bizagi Engine version, you should always reboot the server.
To install a newer release, first uninstall the current version, as described at Uninstall. Then install the
newer version.
After uninstalling or installing, you need to reboot your server.
Once the newer version has been installed, upgrade the project using the Management Console.
In the Management Console you are presented with a similar procedure to what you used to upgrade
the project with Bizagi Studio.
·

·

Verify that your processes behave as expected with sanity tests.
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3. Production environment upgrade

Complete this step only after confirming that user-acceptance tests had satisfactory results in your Test
environment.
This procedure is the same as performed for the Test environment.
The same procedure also applies for a Production-replica if you decide to set up such an environment.
Once again, upgrading this environment involves:
· Take backups and plan and coordinate the upgrade.
· Install Bizagi Engine in its release that matches the Bizagi Studio used by your Development
environment. This version is downloadable from www.bizagi.com logging in to the secure portal
under Download previous version for migration .
After upgrading the Bizagi Engine version, you should always reboot the server.
· Upgrade the project in the environment, using the Management Console.

If you are experiencing troubles with this upgrade, do not hesitate to contact our Support Team by
creating a ticket explaining your issues.

What's next?

Once you have performed the upgrade to Bizagi 10.7 , the next step is verifying that your project is
upgradable to Bizagi 11.0.
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Making sure your project can be upgraded to Bizagi 11.0

This section applies if your current version is 10.7

Prerequisites

Upgrading to version 11.0 is only possible if the project is in version 10.7 or higher.
If a project is in a lower version such as 10.5, then it must be first upgraded to version 10.7 so that it
can upgrade afterward to version 11.

How can I know if my project is eligible for upgrade?

If your project contains ANY of the points mentioned below, your project will not migrate directly. You
need to review each item and adjust the project. In most cases you will need to create a new version of
your processes. Remember to perform tests of all adjustments to make sure your processes behave as
expected.

Are Forms and Query Forms in the latest forms version?

In version 10.X an improved version of Forms, compatible with mobile devices, was introduced.
However, up until version 10.7 projects that came from previous versions had the option to continue
using v9.x forms or to migrate their forms to version 10. For version 11.0, it is essential that all forms
which are being used, are created in the new forms designer. That is, v.9 forms are no longer
supported and will need to be migrated.
This migration is done with Forms Migration Tool, that is available in Bizagi 10.7 . You can also check if
your forms are compatible with 11.0 through this tool.

Is my project using Scopes?

In version 8.6, the concept of scopes was introduced. Any project created in such version will not be
supported for upgrade in version 11.0. If a project was created in version 9.X or 10.X it can be eligible
for upgrade.

Is my project using J# libraries?

NET libraries or dlls that use J# (vjslib): are not supported in the current .NET framework. The project
must upgrade to the most recent libraries and adjust the respective rules or use the proper
functionality in Bizagi. For example ApacheFOP.Net.dll should be changed to Document templates.

Before upgrading

The following items are changes in version 11.0, that will not restrict your project from upgrading but if
not reviewed, might cause problems when executing the Work Portal.

Using String.Format function in expressions

Some function overloads that were supported in .NET Framework 2.0 are no longer supported in the
current Framework 4.0. This class was extended. Thus, expressions using this function should be
reviewed to analyze if they are compliant with the new Framework.

Deprecated methods in expressions

The migration to version 11.0 supposes the elimination of integer IDs in metadata. Therefore, in the
migration some methods are automatically replaced by the respective one based on the name.
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However, replacement is only done if the method is not used with variables. When no automatic
replacement is done, the changes must be done manually.
The following table lists all the deprecated methods:

Deprecated methods

Methods to be used

Me.Case.getWorkItem(idTask);

Me.Case.getWorkItem(taskName);

Me.Case.assignWorkItem(idTask, idUser, false);

Me.Case.assignWorkItem(taskName, idUser, false);

CHelper.NewCase(Me, IdWFClass)

CHelper.NewCase(Me, WFClassName)

CHelper.NewCaseByUser(idUser, IdWFClass)

CHelper.NewCaseByUser(idUser, WFClassName)

Me.case.getSiblingProcessesId(Me, IdWFClass)

CHelper.getSiblingProcessesId(Me, WFClassName)

CHelper.getAttrib(idEntity, oEntityKey, sAttribName)

CHelper.getAttrib(sEntityName, oEntityKey,
sAttribName)

CHelper.setAttrib(idEntity, oEntityKey, sAttribName,
oAttribValue)

CHelper.setAttrib(sEntityName, oEntityKey,
sAttribName, oAttribValue)

CHelper.getEntityAttrib(idEntity, idAttrib,"filter","")

CHelper.getEntityAttrib(sEntityName,
sAttribName,"filter")

CHelper.GetNextSeqValueInt(idSeq);

CHelper.GetNextSeqValueStr(seqName)

Me.Task.Id

Me.Task.Name

Me.Case.ProcessDefinition.Id

Me.Case.ProcessDefinition.Name

Upgraded projects
·
·
·
·

Projects in version 11 Bizagi will not allow creating v9 forms.
Process versions using v9 forms will NOT be able to run deployments.
Process versions using v9 forms will NOT be able to create new versions.
Process versions using v9 forms will NOT be able to clone.
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Bizagi 10.7 has a tool designed to help you migrate v9 forms which is described in the next section.

If you are experiencing troubles with this validation, do not hesitate to contact the Support Team by
creating a ticket explaining your issues.
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Running the Forms Migration Tool on Bizagi 10.7

Overview

Query forms and Management Forms for Parameter entities were designed, up to version 10.5, in
Bizagi traditional design environment.
From version 10.6 these forms are created in the new Forms designer. All new Query Forms and
Management Forms for Parameter entities will be created in the new Forms Designer version, to benefit
from the new version's Forms designer:
· New and modern look of the forms in the Work Portal.
· More powerful and appealing UI for human activities, which include: a friendly layout distribution,
improved actions and validations and support for mobile devices (smartphones or tablets).
When upgrading a project to Bizagi 11.0 it is necessary to migrate all active forms built in the traditional
forms designer. The forms migration tool helps you check and identify those forms which are not
compatible and need to be upgraded.
The upgrade of your forms SHOULD be done first in the development environment through Bizagi
Studio.

Make sure that all Traces are activated. If Bizagi is not able to upgrade one or more of the project
forms, you can find the errors located at the path: C:\Bizagi\Projects\[Your Project's
Name]\Trace\.

Enabling the Forms Migration Tool
1. Close all instances of Bizagi Studio.

2. Edit the appsettings.xml file located at the default Bizagi Studio installation path.
By default, this path is set as a hidden folder of the OS, and usually at:
\ProgramData\BizAgi\BizagiStudio\.

C:

3. Make sure you set the following keys:
<add
<add
<add
<add
<add

key="AllowUpdateProjectsOlderThan11" value="true" />
key="ValidateFormsAndQueryFormsMigration" value="true" />
key="ValidateRulesMigration" value="true" />
key="ValidateScopesSupportMigration" value="true" />
key="DisableDatabaseBackup" value="True" />
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Running the Forms Migration Tool

Open Bizagi Studio and locate the Tools tab in the Ribbon and click the Forms Migration Tool.

You will be prompted with a Warning message, click OK .

There are three options available: Process, Entity and Query Forms.
To migrate Management Forms, go to the Entity tab and choose the ones you want to migrate. Then
click the Analyze button.
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Bizagi will start to run the forms migration analysis and indicate the progress status:
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When finished, export the analysis results and detail log into an Excel file. For this, use the Export
results option (requires Excel).

Resolving errors

Resolve any errors shown by the analysis results which are marked with a red X icon. It will not be
possible complete migration of your forms if there is at least one error.
The Detail Log, Issue message and Solution, will allow you to estimate the required effort in your forms
migration, should there be any additional configuration or redesign involved in your current controls.
If a form is already in the Production environment, it will not be migrated. You need to go to the form,
create a new version and then migrate it.

Warnings are shown with a yellow triangle icon. A warning indicates that you will need to pay special
attention to a given form, in which Bizagi has performed automatic adjustments. It is recommended
to explicitly review that the form behaves as expected (this includes testing its actions and
validations).

Applying changes

Once you have resolved your errors and warnings, run the analysis of the forms migration again. When
the analysis shows no errors, you may proceed to apply the migration to your forms.
To do this, click on the Apply button in the Apply changes option:

Now your forms have been migrated and you may close the Forms Migration Tool window.
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In case a new version for any of the forms was created, the project must be deployed. After
performing the corresponding sanity tests on your deployed new form versions you can continue
with the migration.
From this moment on, your project will be ready to migrate to version 11.0.

Testing the process

Keep in mind that it is important to carry out the proper sanity tests to verify that these processes and

their forms behave as expected.
Carry out strict unit tests and user-acceptance tests and make sure that the migrated Processes follow
the recommended Deployment cycle.

If you are experiencing troubles with this migration, do not hesitate to contact our Support Team by
creating a ticket explaining your issues.
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Perform a major upgrade to version 11.0

This section applies if your current version is 10.7
Make sure your project is eligible for upgrade.
Once you have installed the latest official release of Bizagi Studio 11.0 at the machine hosting your
Bizagi project, follow the next steps. This version is available for download at www.bizagi.com logging
in to the secure portal, under Download previous version for migration .

Before you start

Before upgrading your project, we recommend the following:

Take Backups

Create a database backup file and copies of the folders and files by default at C:
\BizAgi\Projects\[your_project]\WebApplication and
C:\BizAgi\Projects\[your_project]\Scheduler\.
When you use the SQL Server Database remotely, the path for backups is usually set on the database
server as: C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\[MSSQL_instance]\MSSQL\Backup\.
In projects using Oracle as the Database, the backup path is as defined for that given Oracle instance
(during initial project configuration) is the property BA_BACKUP_PATH.

Enable migration keys

Once you have installed the latest Bizagi version, edit the appsettings.xml file located at the default
Bizagi Studio installation path.
By default. this path is set as a hidden folder of the OS, and usually at:
C:\ProgramData\BizAgi\BizagiStudio\.
Set the following keys:
<add
<add
<add
<add
<add

key="AllowUpdateProjectsOlderThan11" value="true" />
key="ValidateFormsAndQueryFormsMigration" value="true" />
key="ValidateRulesMigration" value="true" />
key="ValidateScopesSupportMigration" value="true" />
key="DisableDatabaseBackup" value="True" />

You also have to edit the appsettings.xml file located at:
C:\ProgramData\Bizagi\Enterprise\BizAgi.ServerOperationsService\

Set the following key:
<add key="DisableDatabaseBackup" value="True" />

Turn on migration traces

When you are on the project selection screen, press Ctrl + L to turn on the migration traces. This will
help to identify errors and plan their solution.

Step by step environment upgrade

Always upgrade the Development environment first.
We recommend that you perform unit tests in the Development environment after you have completed
the upgrade to verify that existing processes behave as expected.
Once this is done, upgrade and perform user-acceptance tests for your Test environment.
Copyright © 2002-2019 Bizagi. All rights reserved.
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After verifying that processes work as they should in both Development and Test environments, and
depending on how critical your processes are, you may create a Production-replica environment.
In Production-replica environment you can perform an upgrade and test your Production environment
processes with live instances.
After ensuring that the Production-replica environment processes and instances function as they should,
upgrade your real Production environment.

A Production-replica environment is a Bizagi project which has the production backup restored into
it.
It is not the real Production environment because Production parameters and other relevant
information have not been modified to reflect the environment's location. For instance: the actual email addresses of users, the SMTP Server or other URLs involved in integration points in the
production are not used in this environment.

Confirm that all environments use the same Bizagi version

If you have not yet deployed your project into a Production environment, you may disregard this
consideration.
If your project has been already published into a Production environment, upgrading your project in
the Development environment will eventually require that you also upgrade your project in the Test and
Production environments.
The upgrade procedure is done separately for each environment, but you will need to plan upgrading
all of them so that they use the same version:

If you do not do this, you will not be able to carry out deployments to publish your processes.
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Plan the development environment's upgrade and coordinate them with your
team
A version upgrade should be carried out with advance notice and coordination, so you upgrade the
Bizagi servers, when team members are not working on the project.

Upgrade the Test and Production environments during non-working hours
A version upgrade will stop services (for approximately three minutes).

Do not upgrade your version if you have a pending Release Candidate to
deploy into production
Before the upgrade, either apply the Release Candidate or cancel it.
If you have doubts on these steps, please contact our support team.

Procedure

1. Development environment upgrade (Bizagi Studio)

Projects in Development environment must be migrated using Bizagi Studio.
Make sure you coordinate with your team members and notify that you will be upgrading the project.
This way you make sure that no other team member is currently working on the project or has Bizagi
Studio opened.
If the project is configured for multiple users (in a teamwork collaboration setup), you need to perform
the Bizagi Studio and project upgrade in the central Bizagi Server, where the project is hosted. When
finished, you need to update your team members ’ Bizagi Studio installation.
Install Bizagi Studio 11.0 on the server where your project resides.
Open Bizagi Studio 11.0 and open the project.
You may directly do this from the list of projects initially displayed in the window:
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If the project is not listed, then you may use the All Projects option:

Confirm by clicking Yes when prompted about the project's upgrade:
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When the upgrade is finished your project will open in Bizagi Studio.
At this point your project will be upgraded to Bizagi 11.0.

After upgrading the Bizagi Studio version, you should always reboot the server.
Only when you have verified that your Development environment processes behave as expected, you
may then upgrade your Test environment to deploy your processes into tests.

It is strongly recommended that all migrations verifications are performed in a Development-replica
environment with a sanity test.

Deprecated methods log

After updating a project from version 10.7 to 11.0, you need to check the detail of the log where
deprecated methods are grouped by expressions. The log file is in the following path:
C:\Bizagi\Projects\[Projectname]\Trace\Bizagi_Server_Warnings_(date).log

The log will only be created if there are warning messages found.
Any warning messages in the file should be addressed and your expressions must be adjusted. We
strongly recommend doing so, otherwise the warning messages will continue to be prompted when the
project is migrated between versions.
Log example:
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2. Test environment upgrade

Once you have received an answer from our Support Team regarding your migration to Bizagi 11.0, you
can upgrade your other environments. First Test, then the Production-replica environment if you use it,
and finally, Production.
Upgrade each environment following a similar procedure you used to update the Development
environment, and with the same recommendations.
The overall procedure would be:
· Take backups and plan and coordinate the upgrade.
· Install the Automation Server release that matches the version of Bizagi Studio used by your
Development environment.
To install a newer release, first uninstall the current version, as described at Uninstall. Then install the
newer version.
After uninstalling or installing, you need to reboot your server.
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Once the newer version has been installed, upgrade the project using the Management Console.
In the Management Console you are presented with a similar procedure to what you used to upgrade
the project with Bizagi Studio.
·

·

Verify that your processes behave as expected with sanity tests.
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3. Production environment upgrade

Complete this step only after confirming that user-acceptance tests had satisfactory results in your Test
environment.
This procedure is the same as performed for the Test environment.
The same procedure also applies for a Production-replica if you decide to set up such an environment.
Once again, upgrading this environment involves:
· Take backups and plan and coordinate the upgrade.
· Install the Automation Server release that matches the Bizagi Studio version used by your
Development environment. This is done uninstalling the current version and then installing the newer
one and performing any required reboot.
· Upgrade the project in the environment, using the Management Console.

If you are experiencing troubles with this upgrade, do not hesitate to contact our Support Team by
creating a ticket explaining your issues.
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Perform a minor upgrade to version 11.1

This section applies if your current version is 11.0
Install the latest official release of Bizagi Studio 11.1 (downloadable from our official www.bizagi.com)
on the machine hosting your Bizagi project. Then, follow the next steps.

Before you start

Before upgrading your project, we recommend the following:

Take Backups

Create a database backup file and copies of the folders and files by default at C:
\BizAgi\Projects\[your_project]\WebApplication and
C:\BizAgi\Projects\[your_project]\Scheduler\.
When you use the SQL Server Database remotely, the path for backups is usually set on the database
server as: C:\Program Files (x86)\Microsoft SQL Server\[MSSQL_instance]\MSSQL\Backup\.
In projects using Oracle as the Database, the backup path is as defined for that given Oracle instance
(during initial project configuration) is the property BA_BACKUP_PATH.

Enable migration keys

Once you have installed the latest Bizagi version, edit the appsettings.xml file located at the default
Bizagi Studio installation path.
By default. this path is set as a hidden folder of the OS, and usually at:
C:\ProgramData\BizAgi\BizagiStudio\

Set the following keys:
<add key="AllowUpdateProjectsOlderThan11" value="true" />
<add key="TimeoutForUpgradeInSeconds" value="7200" />
<add key="DisableDatabaseBackup" value="True" />

You also have to edit the appsettings.xml file located at:
C:\ProgramData\Bizagi\Enterprise\BizAgi.ServerOperationsService\

Set the following key:
<add key="DisableDatabaseBackup" value="True" />

Turn on migration traces

When you are on the project selection screen, press Ctrl + L to turn on the migration traces. This will
help to identify errors and plan their solution.

Step by step environment upgrade

Always upgrade the Development environment first.
We recommend that you perform unit tests in the Development environment after you have completed
the upgrade to verify that existing processes behave as expected.
Once this is done, upgrade and perform user-acceptance tests for your Test environment.
After verifying that processes work as they should in both Development and Test environments, and
depending on how critical your processes are, you may create a Production-replica environment.
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In Production-replica environment you can perform an upgrade and test your Production environment
processes with live instances.
After ensuring that the Production-replica environment processes and instances function as they should,
upgrade your real Production environment.

A Production-replica environment is a Bizagi project which has the production backup restored into
it.
It is not the real Production environment because Production parameters and other relevant
information have not been modified to reflect the environment's location. For instance: the actual email addresses of users, the SMTP Server or other URLs involved in integration points in the
production are not used in this environment.

Confirm that all environments use the same Bizagi version

If you have not yet deployed your project into a Production environment, you may disregard this
consideration.
If your project has been already published into a Production environment, upgrading your project in
the Development environment will eventually require that you also upgrade your project in the Test and
Production environments.
The upgrade procedure is done separately for each environment, but you will need to plan upgrading
all of them so that they use the same version:

If you do not do this, you will not be able to carry out deployments to publish your processes.

Plan the development environment's upgrade and coordinate them with your
team
Copyright © 2002-2019 Bizagi. All rights reserved.
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A version upgrade should be carried out with advance notice and coordination, so you upgrade the
Bizagi servers, when team members are not working on the project.

Upgrade the Test and Production environments during non-working hours
A version upgrade will stop services (for approximately three minutes).

Do not upgrade your version if you have a pending Release Candidate to
deploy into production
Before the upgrade, either apply the Release Candidate or cancel it.
If you have doubts on these steps, please contact our support team.

Procedure

Here is the upgrade procedure for each environment.

1. Development environment upgrade (Bizagi Studio)

To upgrade your project to the newest release, first upgrade your Bizagi Studio installation.
If the project is configured for multiple users (in a teamwork collaboration setup), perform the Bizagi
Studio and project upgrade in the central development Bizagi Server where the project is hosted.
1.1. Uninstall Bizagi Studio, using your computer's control panel option:

At this point your server may ask for a reboot.
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1.2. Download and install the newest version of Bizagi Studio.

After the upgrade completes reboot the server.
1.3. Upgrade your Development environment project:
Open Bizagi Studio and open the project.
Select it from the list of projects displayed by selecting the option All Projects in the window:
·
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Once you've selected the project, click Update:

·

Confirm by clicking Yes when prompted about the project's upgrade:
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Coordinate with team members and alert them in advance that you will be upgrading the project.
In this way you also make sure that no other team member is currently working on the project or has
Bizagi Studio opened.
When the upgrade is finished your project opens in Bizagi Studio.
At this point your project has been upgraded to the new version.
·

Have all team members upgrade their Bizagi Studio installation.

·

At this point, you may proceed to run tests on the processes you have implemented in the development
environment.

·

Keep in mind that after upgrading the Bizagi Studio version, you should always reboot the host

server.
It is strongly recommended that all migrations verifications are performed in a Developmentreplica environment.
· After a sanity test where everything behaves as expected on your Development environment
perform a backup of your project. Then create a ticket in our Support website and send your
backup. This is so the Support Team can check your project's metadata thoroughly to help you
with a smooth migration on your other environments.
·

2. Test environment upgrade
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Once you have verified that your processes behave as expected in the Development environment, you
can upgrade your other environments. First Test, then the Production-replica environment if you use it,
and finally, Production.
Upgrade each environment following a similar procedure you used to update the Development
environment, and with the same recommendations.
The overall procedure would be:
· Take backups and plan and coordinate the upgrade.
· Install the Automation Server release that matches the version of Bizagi Studio used by your
Development environment.
To install a newer release, first uninstall the current version, as described at Uninstall. Then install the
newer version.
After uninstalling or installing, you need to reboot your server.

Once the newer version has been installed, upgrade the project using the Management Console.
In the Management Console you are presented with a similar procedure to what you used to upgrade
the project with Bizagi Studio.
·
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·

Verify that your processes behave as expected with sanity tests.

3. Production environment upgrade

Complete this step only after confirming that user-acceptance tests had satisfactory results in your Test
environment.
This procedure is the same as performed for the Test environment.
The same procedure also applies for a Production-replica if you decide to set up such an environment.
Once again, upgrading this environment involves:
· Take backups and plan and coordinate the upgrade.
· Install the Automation Server release that matches the Bizagi Studio version used by your
Development environment. This is done uninstalling the current version and then installing the newer
one and performing any required reboot.
· Upgrade the project in the environment, using the Management Console.

If you are experiencing troubles with this upgrade, do not hesitate to contact our Support Team by
creating a ticket explaining your issues.
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